Alphabet Soup

What do you call a ghost’s mistake? A boo-boo.

Fill in the missing letter to complete the word in each row. Use the words in the word bank if you need a hint.

1. WBJOAGBUKHOLLOWVBJQG
2. KHOGIUMOPPRRESSWLRYOFT
3. LOQLITERATENTTYUPUKFY
4. SWLYHJVOXLUREAFJWYBMB
5. BTOWFESATISFYVMAJKIP
6. TNGQUJAVEYXLYNTGFJCRB
7. WGFJVLHONOROWWJANQOL
8. EUVMYSQUIRMLIRLUQSDJ
9. IMDKWUQMPACTYINLHFUBG
10. SIHKINCJOMEANSDUBOXZH
11. LMGINFREUENTTTKTZNJA
12. SDISMMQHOPROBKYLNNTHU
13. QXVTILZSEKILLEOTLIAFR
14. UDTJEICYOORBNFBRDRIIT
15. ERSVGAXMUTINYNETFJSQ
16. VQEGYTERMINATIONCMYKV
17. RGIBMJOJJAGUZZLENUKUTO
18. OFJCIQOTESTYZSRFLFOGDR

guzzle    literate    orb    termination
hollow    lure    pact    test
honor    means    rob    vex
ill    mutiny    satisfy
infrequent    oppress    squirm
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